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ESCAPE THE LIE: JOURNEY TO FREEDOM FROM THE ORPHAN HEART
Randall House Publications "Satan's deceptive tactics block most Christians from the lives God intended. We hide behind rules, masks, and manipulation. We preach the gospel, bur our
lives proclaim destruction. [This book] provides answers for the deep-seated problem known as the Orphan Heart. Through powerful, biblical teaching and compelling true-life
examples, Walter Moore unlocks the dor to help you escape the wounds of the past and move into abundant life."--Back cover.

JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
Xulon Press Read Journey to Freedom with expectant faith. Jesus is the answer to all life's questions and problems. Twenty-ﬁrst century testimonies are shared by captives Jesus has
set free. If you are in bondage to sin, seeking the truth, or struggling to walk with Jesus as Lord, read on. Jesus will work with you as you read and surrender to his plan for your life.
If you are called to help others through the ministry of deliverance, Journey to Freedom is a must read for you. Pastors can learn insights on caring for ones in their ﬂocks who are
held in bondage to the enemy. In Journey to Freedom Dick Luchtenberg shares how the Lord has worked through him for over 30 years to set captives free. Dick Luchtenberg is a
retired designer and builder of custom homes. Dick and his wife, Patty, are simply a Christian couple sold out to God. Their spiritual journey has covered over half a century. They
have eight children, all of whom are happily married. Twenty grandchildren continue to be a blessing. In their retirement years, by the grace of God, the Lord is using Dick and Patty
now more than ever. Captives are regularly being set free through the deliverance ministry of Jesus Christ.

PEOPLE OF THE LIE
Simon and Schuster "So compelling in its exploration of the human psyche, it's as hard to put down as a thriller...such a force of energy, intensity, and straightforwarness.

MAKE ME THE MOON
COMING OUT OF THE DARKNESS OF ABUSE
Christian Faith Publishing, Inc. Do you feel stuck? Feeling like you're on an emotional roller coaster, not knowing how to escape? Are you longing for freedom from the confusion, chaos,
and troubling thoughts that can be a result from past abuse? Make Me the Moon will help you ﬁnd clarity and insight into the emotional baggage and damage that can be caused by
sexual abuse. You are encouraged to see past the hurt and pain that has been gripping your soul and to see yourself as you were created to be: loved, free, and blessed. Make Me
the Moon will challenge you to begin a journey of healing that confronts lies that have been internally accepted and believed. Lies that tell you you aren't good enough, you don't
matter, and you will never feel loved. More than a book, Make Me the Moon is a revealing account of Stacey's journey in ﬁnding healing and acceptance through the unconditional
love oﬀered by God. Freedom from hurt and pain, confusion, and chaos is possible! The journey to healing begins through the power of God's love. Are you ready to begin your
journey?

TUNNELLING TO FREEDOM AND OTHER ESCAPE NARRATIVES FROM WORLD WAR I
Courier Corporation These 17 remarkable real-life stories are recounted by prisoners of war who used their wits to win their freedom. Their tales of remarkable resourcefulness and
ingenuity combine the gritty realities of fact.

IN ORDER TO LIVE
A NORTH KOREAN GIRL'S JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
Penguin UK 'I am most grateful for two things: that I was born in North Korea, and that I escaped from North Korea.' Yeonmi Park was not dreaming of freedom when she escaped
from North Korea. She didn't even know what it meant to be free. All she knew was that she was running for her life, that if she and her family stayed behind they would die - from
starvation, or disease, or even execution. This book is the story of Park's struggle to survive in the darkest, most repressive country on earth; her harrowing escape through China's
underworld of smugglers and human traﬃckers; and then her escape from China across the Gobi desert to Mongolia, with only the stars to guide her way, and from there to South
Korea and at last to freedom; and ﬁnally her emergence as a leading human rights activist - all before her 21st birthday. 'Clear-eyed and devastating' Observer

THE ELIXIR OF TRUTH: JOURNEY ON THE SUFI PATH
Lulu Press, Inc Written from the perspective of an American Suﬁ, ‘The Elixir of Truth’ conveys answers to some of humankind’s most basic questions. At the same time, it also dispels
many commonly held misconceptions about the role of religious traditions and how such traditions can sometimes interfere with our spiritual connection to God. The Suﬁ journey is
a path of self discovery. It is a voyage into spirituality that asks the individual to focus on who we truly are and disentangle the holy being within us from our own imaginations of
self. Finding sound answers to life’s most important questions in an unsound world is a diﬃcult endeavor. Musa Muhaiyaddeen‘s inspired writings will serve as a learned guide to
those who wish to enter the path of self realization and come closer to their creator.

A HEART FOR FREEDOM
THE REMARKABLE JOURNEY OF A YOUNG DISSIDENT, HER DARING ESCAPE, AND HER QUEST TO FREE CHINA'S DAUGHTERS
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. More than twenty years ago, Chai Ling led the protesters at Tiananmen Square and became China's most-wanted female fugitive. Today, she's ﬁnally
telling her astonishing story. Though haunted by memories of the horrifying massacre at Tiananmen and her underground escape from China in a cargo box, Ling threw herself into
pursuing the American dream. She completed Ivy League degrees, found love, and became a highly successful entrepreneur. Yet her longing for true freedom, purpose, and peace
remained unfulﬁlled. Years after Tiananmen, she was still searching to ﬁnd meaning in all the violence, fear, and tragedy she'd endured. A Heart for Freedom is her tale of passion,
political turmoil, and spiritual awakening . . . and the inspirational true story of a woman who has dedicated everything to giving people in China their chance at a future. Find out
why Publishers Weekly calls A Heart for Freedom “a tale of human dignity and the imperative to live a life of meaning. . . . This book will be treasured.”

BACK WHEN PORN WAS FUN
FREEDOM FROM THE CHAINS
Independently Published Back When Porn Was Fun: Freedom from the Chains is an intense, personal journey, written as an allegory, into the depths of a life addicted to pornography.
The author, Jason Butz, shares how his personal abyss all but devoured his family and his very soul amidst a life consumed by a pornographic addiction over the course of nearly 25
years. A double life fueled with hatred, depression, lies, and suicidal tendencies drove the author to believe there was no way to escape the pain and insanity. Suppressed by a
diabolical entourage, the battle for his soul was a painstaking journey to reclaim hope and freedom. Renouncing the lie that feeling triumphant was a prerequisite to move forward
in the process, the author came to grips with taking all thoughts captive to the obedience of Christ in order to break the darkness, claim victory, and save his family. Experience the
most heart-sinking and disturbing story of one man's all-too-common life of secrets. Witness the miraculous redemption of a man and his family through their journey with Jesus
Christ. His battle cry to the reader is, "He who is in me is greater than he who is in the world" (1 John 4:4). Therefore, expose and relentlessly crush the darkness in Jesus name!
Humanity has a misaligned view of what it coins as fun. "What Momma don't know won't hurt her", so the saying goes. Cloaked within this adolescent cliché of good times steeped in
the act of rebelling, our humanity sadly ﬁnds its cheap thrills to be sensationalized. Good, clean fun, as we have it presented to us from our father's and grandfather's generation,
has numbed us to the sinister overthrowing of our societal structure, the ruin of countless families, and the mutilation of the souls of mankind. Once viewed as harmless fun for the
sophisticated man of the 1950's stereotype, pornography has altered the world in which we live. Harmless fun has hardly been a phrase that the author had personally associated
with porn. Rather the opposite-destructive, perverted, sick, selﬁsh, evil, shameful, an addiction to hide from his parents, and later his wife... Call to Arms: The account begins at age
seven when he was ﬁrst exposed to pornography to the time that he became a husband and father, with the responsibilities and turmoil in between. Pornography opened the door
to anger and abuse. He traces the avoidable pitfalls and climb to success from the miry pit. His wife, Toni, chimes in with her thoughts amidst misery and confusion, and what
brought her through to victory. She shares that through tears and prayers, the Lord showed her how to battle for her husband and future lineage. The book wraps up with the
relevance of a life free of addiction, and the reason Jason fought so hard to be free: a marriage that is built upon intimacy, romance, and passionate connection. Everyone who has
been addicted, is addicted, or knows someone who might be addicted can ﬁnd hope and have lasting victory. What was meant for evil, God used for good (Genesis 50:20). Together,
Jason and Toni stand united. So can you. Declaration of War: Now is the time for you to claim the victory in your life! Strap on the armor of God and slay the wickedness in your
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midst! This is your commission, your mandate to go forth without fear, to hold your head up high, and to walk the remainder of your days in complete triumph!

TO MANDI, WITH LOVE
To Mandi with Love is a collection of humorous, insightful, and spiritually enlightening stories. Have you ever noticed how life can be a series of lessons that each of us in our own
way must learn, yet if ignored, the lesson somehow returns later on carrying an even bigger stick? For those who continue to ignore each new episode of instruction, eventually,
they ﬁnd themselves on their knees with no place to turn but inward. That is where To Mandi, with Love came from. From stories like He Made Me Pick His Nose to Truth, Love, and
Forgiveness, F. Edward Marx has created images that bring to life so much more of what gives meaning to each day. To Mandi, with Love is soulful, spiritual, and at times a laugh
out loud journey toward the inner light that each of us must one day acknowledge. If you'd like to venture where you seldom if ever travel then join in on this delightful journey of
self-discovery.

THE GIRL, A JOURNEY IN MEMORIES THROUGH THE SELF
Stephan Pacheco A child mostly uncluttered by the biases of a long life feels deeply her own demise. In an instant a young girl faces death and learns the greatest secret of the
greatest question of the living universe.

ESCAPE FROM CHINA
THE LONG JOURNEY FROM TIANANMEN TO FREEDOM
Simon and Schuster Zhang, one of the leaders of the Tiamamen Square protest, eluded the police manhunt and escaped across the border to Russia.

HARRIET TUBMAN
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO HER LIFE AND WORKS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Harriet Tubman: A Reference Guide to Her Life and Works captures her life, her works, and legacy. It features a chronology, an introduction oﬀers a brief account
of her life, a dictionary section includes entries on people, places, and events related to her. A comprehensive bibliography oﬀers a list of works about her life.

CAPTIVE WARRIORS
A VIETNAM POW'S STORY
Texas A&M University Press Chronicles the author's experiences from the time he was shot down over North Vietnam in 1966 through his seven years as a P.O.W and eventual
homecoming in 1973

LOVE INCORRUPTIBLE: A WOMAN’S REFLECTIVE JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
Lulu Press, Inc Brooklen Sapphire has spent the last twenty years loving her high school sweetheart. She lives a comfortable life as a stay-at-home mom until a revealed secret unveils
the true nature of her “perfect” marriage. Her husband has been cheating on her, and the pain of her husband’s inﬁdelity sparks a personal journey to end years of brokenness. This
spirit journey allows Brooklen to discover an empowering love for not only herself but to God too. This is a love incorruptible, protected from human cruelty and ﬂaw. Loosely based
on the author’s life, Brooklen’s harrowing crossing from distraught wife to independent woman proves that a humbled heart is the beginning of personal freedom. “Love
Incorruptible is beyond impactful, life changing, empowering and rich with raw emotion. Jazmin Steele captures the essence of what love truly is and how to remain true to it.” —Dr.
Monica Wilson, Assistant Professor and Chair of the Behavioral Health Commission of San Bernardino County.

FROM INTERROGATION TO LIBERATION
A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY STALAG LUFT III - THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
AuthorHouse During World War II, 300,000 United States Army Air Corps airmen were shot down. Of that number, 51,000 were prisoners of war or listed as missing in action.
Bombardiers, positioned in the vulnerable bombardiers’ compartment at the front of the aircraft, were in high demand. The authors’ fathers were two such bombardiers, one on a
B-17 and the other on a B-24. Like so many of the post-war generation, the authors traveled on their own emotional journeys to reconstruct their fathers’ WWII experiences. Their
fathers fought in the ﬂak-ridden “blue battleﬁeld,” and like thousands of other airmen shot out of the sky, became prisoners of war. They would endure deprivation, loneliness, and
great peril. Held at Stalag Luft III, where the Great Escape of movie fame took place, they, along with the British, were eventually force marched 52-miles in the dead of winter to
Spremberg, Germany, and loaded onto overcrowded, ﬁlthy, boxcars, the Americans to be taken to Stalag VIIA in Moosburg, Germany, or to Stalag XIII-D in N rnberg. Languishing
until their liberation in barbaric conditions with nearly 120,000 international POWs, they witnessed the death throes of the Third Reich. With many sons and daughters trying to
explore the wartime histories of their loved ones, the authors supply crucial information and insight regarding the World War II POW experience in Europe. Often times, by
necessity, that experience reﬂects the co-existence and tenuous relationship with the Germans holding them. In this book, there are stories that up until now have not been heard,
and there are hundreds of pictures, many previously unseen, illustrating the prisoners’ plight. This book is a documentation of riveting history and a chance to vicariously live the
war, told through their voices --echoes now fading with time. Their sacriﬁces to ensure precious freedom should never be forgotten.

JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
Bloomsbury Publishing Whilst serving in the Soviet army in 1973, Sergei Ovsiannikov was arrested and imprisoned for acts of disobedience under military command. It was while in
prison, like Solzhenitsyn and Dostoevsky, that he began to ponder deeper issues and on release trained to be a Russian orthodox priest. This extraordinary but short book is about
his search for true freedom. The issues he wrestles with are profound and, like any confrontation with truth, it caused him great anguish and pain. As Ovsiannikov wrote: 'It was in
my prison cell that I lost fear. I realised that if they sent me to a labour camp with a long sentence, it did not matter because I was free. Of course subsequently I came to realise
that Freedom is not given, you have to take responsibility for it.' It was during this time that he discovered Christianity and decided that this was the real meaning of his life. Later,
after a spell as head of the Russian Orthodox community in London, Ovsiannikov lived for the last twenty years of his life in Amsterdam in charge of the Russian Orthodox
community. Drawing heavily on Tolstoy, Dostoevsky and Pushkin and translated from the original Russian by celebrated translators Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky with an
introduction by Rowan Williams, this brief spiritual book is a small masterpiece of its kind.

UNDERSTANDING ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN
A STUDENT CASEBOOK TO ISSUES, SOURCES, AND HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS
Greenwood Publishing Group Interdisciplinary primary materials for classroom use and student research illuminate the historical and social issues of this controversial American classic.

COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES OF SLAVE RESISTANCE HEROES
Enslow Publishing, LLC This captivating and inspirational volume of biographies celebrates the lives of those who railed against slavery. Beginning with an overview of the institution,
the narrative turns to biographical examinations of escaped slaves turned social activists, supporters of the Underground Railroad, political activists, journalists, and militant
advocates. Readers will understand how the brave contributions of these individuals helped bring about the end of slavery in America.

JOURNEY TO FREEDOM
THE PATH TO SELF-ESTEEM FOR THE PRIESTHOOD AND RELIGIOUS LIFE
BEAUTIFUL SWIFT FOX
ERNA FERGUSSON AND THE MODERN SOUTHWEST
Texas A&M University Press The American Southwest has assumed the status of a cultural icon over the last few decades, and one of the writers who helped it to do so was Erna
Fergusson, named by the Hopis Beautiful Swift Fox. An Anglo American whose travel writing featured the multi-ethnicity of her region, she popularized the culture and landscapes of
her native New Mexico and its surrounding states in a range of writing that preﬁgured the genre-defying art that has come to be called the New Journalism.Much has been written
about New Mexico's remarkable Fergusson family, especially brother Harvey and his novels. But Erna Fergusson's literary career has been largely overlooked. An iconoclast at the
forefront of the Southwest Renaissance movement, Erna gained a wide reputation beginning in the 1930s for her "written versions of the Southwest," which embraced the
complexities of regional culture and sympathetically and intelligently portrayed the Indian and Mexican inﬂuences.Distinguished Southwestern writer Robert Franklin Gish assesses
Fergussons's literary contributions and unlocks the inner workings of the prose stylist who operated at the interstices of genres. With his postmodern reappraisal of the creative
nonﬁction forms she used, Gish prompts readers to reconsider how they view the art of nonﬁction writing. Gish argues persuasively that Fergusson's identity as a native New
Mexican and the region's singular landscape informed the attitudes and values present in her art. He explores the ways her entrepreneurial stint as a New Mexico tour guide during
the 1920s and 1930s shaped the organizational strategies for her writing. He considers thoughtfully her various forms of writing and how she used travelogue, journalistic report,
popular history, and persuasive essay to elevate the Southwest to prominence. Gish shows her writing as highly evocative, descriptive, and metaphorical, defying the conventions of
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the nonﬁction forms she used and paving the way for America's school of New Journalism.Beautiful Swift Fox is not strictly biography; nor does it, in a traditional sense, seek to
explicate a body of work. Rather, like its subject, it bridges genres, oﬀering a meditation on one Southwestern writer's sense of place.

ESCAPE TO FREEDOM
THE STORY OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE
Praeger Looks at the causes of mass dislocations of people, the hardships they face, and the role of the IRC in alleviating those hardships. Covers the period of the Hitler years,
postwar conﬂicts and hurricanes on every continent.

FINDING THE NARROW ROAD
A DEVOTIONAL JOURNEY OF MY LIFE
Christian Faith Publishing, Inc. Writing this book has been a journey of spiritual and emotional cleansing and healing for me. I needed to write it as much for myself as for others. My
goal was to write this book in a way that points others to Christ. It begins where I begin! Beginning with the day I was born and up to present day, showing how God's hand was on
my life through it all. I have been transparent about the ugly things that have been done to me and that I have done to myself. My desire is to give others the tools to free
themselves from Satan's hold and how to remain free. I have made some poor choices in my life. I want people to know that no matter how far they have walked away from God, it
only takes one step to come back to Him. Many people struggle with feelings of loneliness every day. It is my goal to help them see that they are never alone. God is always with
them and has great love for them. So great, in fact, that He sent His Son to die for them on Calvary. When under attack by Satan, we can ﬁnd strength in the Lord. More than any
other time in history, marriages are under attack. Divorce rates are skyrocketing. I want people to know that freedom is not in divorce but in the Lord and the ﬁnished work on the
cross at Calvary. My heartfelt prayer is that through this devotional others will draw closer to God.

AMERICAN LITERARY REALISM, 1870-1910
PEOPLE OF THE LIE
THE HOPE FOR HEALING HUMAN EVIL
Touchstone "A Touchstone book." Includes bibliographical references.

YOUR 30-DAY JOURNEY TO FREEDOM FROM SHAME
Thomas Nelson Publishers Rejection and failure can lead to an unhealthy shame that prevents us from becoming the people we were meant to be. Readers choose one area where they
are imprisoned by shame and learn step-by-step how to set goals and gain skills that break the shackles of shame and bring new personal freedom and success.

THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD IN DEKALB COUNTY, ILLINOIS
McFarland "Not one person was prosecuted for aiding a fugitive slave in DeKalb County. It was an accepted local activity to help escaped slaves. Hundreds of families deﬁed the
Fugitive Slave Law, helping the antislavery movement in this one Northern Illinois county. This book documents their strong religious motivations and chronicles their moves to seek
political redress"--Provided by publisher.

THE BLACK ABOLITIONIST PAPERS
THE BLACK ABOLITIONIST PAPERS
"Black Abolitionist Papers represents a huge eﬀort by a scholarly team, headed by C. Peter Ripley and George E. Carter, who recognized that African Americans were a pivotal and
persuasive force in the 19th-century anti-slavery movement but that their work had been virtually ignored in scholarship prior to this collection. The team painstakingly identiﬁed
African American activists through countless hours of research and scrutiny, bringing to light many names previously lost to history. Primary documents were gathered from over
100 libraries and archives across the world. The set was microﬁlmed and published in 1981 and quickly established a signiﬁcant shift in historical scholarship regarding Black
leadership, activism, and community life during this period. The collection remains an unequalled, "pristine record of Black abolitionism."--ProQuest Information Center.

I REFUSE TO DIE
MY JOURNEY FOR FREEDOM
Seven Stories Press An extraordinary account of how a laborer's son rose to challenge the power of despots, I Refuse to Die is both the autobiography of one gifted man who rose
above the horrors of colonization, and an uncensored history of modern Kenya. The book is infused with the freedom songs of the Kenyan people, as well as dream prophecy and
folk tales that are part of Kenya's rich storytelling tradition. Tracing the roots of the Mau Mau rebellion, wa Wamwere follows the evolution and degeneration of Jomo Kenyatta and
the rise of Daniel arap Moi. In 1979, wa Wamwere won a seat in the parliament, where he represented the economically depressed Nakuru district for three years. An outspoken
activist and journalist, wa Wamwere was framed and detained on three separate instances, spending thirteen years in prison, where he was tortured but not broken. His mother and
others led a hunger strike to free him and fellow political prisoners. Their eﬀorts brought about a show trial at which Koigi was sentenced to four more years in prison and "six
strokes of the cane," and escaped Kenya—and probably execution—only through the exertions of human rights groups and the government of Norway.

THE POETRY OF T.S. ELIOT
Atlantic Publishers & Dist The Poetry Of T.S. Eliot Is An Incisive Interpretation Of Eliot S Poetry In The Indian Context Vis-A-Vis The Views Of Western Critics In So Far As The Christian
Coloration Of His Poetry Is Concerned. A Good Deal Of Light Is Thrown On The Early, Middle And Later Poetry Of Eliot. A Special Emphasis Has Been Laid On The Genesis And
Culminating Experience Of Eliot As A Man And As An Artist.

JESUS IS BETTER THAN PORN: HOW I CONFESSED MY ADDICTION TO MY WIFE AND FOUND A NEW LIFE
Hugh Houston You can break free from porn and ﬁnd a new life. Apply practical strategies and escape the hamster wheel of compulsive pornography use. Get the inspiration,
motivation and information you have been looking for as you begin your journey to the LIGHT. Honest, hard-hitting, helpful and hopeful! This story of one man's courageous battle
against lust and pornography shows how a Christian (even a pastor) can be trapped in the darkness, feeling isolated and afraid to ask for help. Yet Hugh’s story of heartbreak,
humility and trusting in Christ shows how God oﬀers new life. When Hugh ﬁnally confessed his secret double life to his wife of 30 years, it almost destroyed her. Yet out of this
terrible pain, the Lord brought forgiveness and healing. Their marriage today is stronger than ever! This can be your story too! There is HOPE for anyone enslaved by sin, because
Jesus came to set the captives free. Learn how to ﬁght lies with the truth. See how you can take control of your thoughts and your mind. Begin using your own personal “Battle
Plan” today. Practice intentional living. Your life can be diﬀerent. God has already provided you with everything you need for your new life. Use the discussion questions at the end
of each chapter with your group. A Certiﬁed Partner Coach wrote: “During the past 17 years, I’ve read countless books on the topic of secretive sexual behaviors. Few oﬀer as much
humble-yet-helpful wisdom as this book by lifelong missionary, Hugh Houston.” Get your copy today. Jesus is so much better than porn!

ABANDONED TRACKS
THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD IN WASHINGTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
University of Notre Dame Pess In Abandoned Tracks, W. Thomas Mainwaring bridges the gap between scholarly and popular perceptions of the Underground Railroad. Historians have
long recognized that many aspects of the Underground Railroad have been mythologized by emotion, memory, time, and wishful thinking. Mainwaring’s book is a rich, in-depth
attempt to separate fact from ﬁction in one local area, while also contributing to a scholarly discussion of the Underground Railroad by placing Washington County, Pennsylvania, in
the national context. Just as the North was not consistent in its perspective on the Civil War and the slavery issue, the Underground Railroad had distinct regional variations.
Washington County had a well-organized abolition movement, even though its members helped a comparatively small number of fugitive slaves escape, largely because of the small
nearby slave population in what was then western Virginia. Its origins as a slave county make it an interesting case study of the transition from slavery to freedom and of the origins
of black and white abolitionism. Abandoned Tracks lends much to the ongoing scholarly debate about the extent, scope, and nature of the Underground Railroad. This book is
written both for scholars of abolitionism and the Underground Railroad and for an audience interested in local history.

STORIES OF SLAVERY AND FREEDOM
THE NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS, INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL, UNCLE TOM'S CABIN, TWELVE YEARS A SLAVE
Strelbytskyy Multimedia Publishing “Stories of Slavery and Freedom” is collection of narratives of slaves and works of famous writers on the struggle for liberation from slavery.
Undoubtedly, the “narrative of slaves” is a documentary source that reveals from the inside through the eyes of slaves all aspects of their life, often hidden from slave owners.
Contents: Frederick Douglass - The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass Frederick Douglass - My Bondage and My Freedom Solomon Northup - Twelve Years a Slave Booker T.
Washington - An Autobiography Linda Brent - Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl Harriet Beecher Stowe - Men of Our Times Louis Hughes - Thirty Years a Slave From Bondage to
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Freedom Olaudah Equiano - The Interesting Narrative of the Life Olaudah Equiano, Or Gustavus Vassa, The African Sarah H. Bradford Harriet - The Moses of Her People Henry Clay Bruce William Still - The Underground Railroad Olive Gilbert - The Narrative of Sojourner Truth Bernardin de Saint Pierre - Paul and Virginia With A Memoir Of The Author Andrew
Lang - In the Wrong Paradise and Other Stories Harriet Beecher Stowe - Uncle Tom's Cabin Henry M. Stanley - My Kalulu, Prince, King and Slave Mary H. Eastman - Aunt Phillis's
Cabin Mayne Reid - The Boy Slaves Henryk Sienkiewicz - Through the Desert

MY GENERATION
A REAL JOURNEY OF CHANGE AND HOPE
Baker Books Y is the generation of tattoos, cell phones, social networking, and iPods. It is the generation of authenticity, social justice, racial diversity, and community. But it is also
the generation of broken homes, school shootings, immense performance pressure, loneliness, self-indulgence, and insecurity. Christians have largely failed to bring restoration to
this 70 million member group of young people. What are we missing? And what are the consequences if it doesn't change? Foregoing formulas, models, and snappy acronyms (which
don't work), Josh James Riebock oﬀers readers a journey deep into the soul of a generation that is slowly being transformed from within. Whether pastors, volunteers, church
leaders, friends, or members of generation Y themselves, readers will value this honest and hopeful look at restoring a broken generation with the life-changing power of the
Gospel.

KAMALA MARKANDAYA
A CRITICAL STUDY OF HER NOVELS, 1954-1982
SECRET JOURNEYS
THEORY AND PRACTICE IN READING DICKENS
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ Press This work argues that Dickens's novels form a multifaceted canon with strong family resemblances (and diﬀerences) among its members. The book
creates a dynamic model of the Dickensian universe by following three aspects of the canon: the dialectic between fancy and authority, the psychology of symbol and memory, and
the relationship between narrator and reader. Illustrated.

SENECA PHILOSOPHUS
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Addressing classicists, philosophers, students, and general readers alike, this volume emphasizes the unity of Seneca's work and his originality as a
translator of Stoic ideas in the literary forms of imperial Rome. It features a vitalizing diversity of contributors from diﬀerent generations, disciplines, and research cultures. Several
prominent Seneca scholars publishing in other languages are for the ﬁrst time made accessible to anglophone readers.

CHURCH OF LIES
John Wiley & Sons From the Preface: "My name is Flora Jessop. I've been called apostate, vigilante, and crazy bitch, and maybe I am. But some people call me a hero, and I'd like to
think they're right too. If I am a hero, maybe it's because every time I can play a part in saving a child or a woman from a life of servitude and degradation, I'm saving a little piece of
me, too. I was one of twenty-eight children born to my dad and his three wives. Indoctrinated to believe that the outside world was evil, and that I resided among the righteous, I
was destined to marry a man chosen for me by the Prophet. I would then live in harmony with my sister-wives, bear many children, and obey and serve my future husband in this life
and throughout eternity. But my innocence didn't last long. While still a child, I understood that the church of the righteous was nothing but a church of lies. When I was eight years
old my father sexually molested me for the ﬁrst time, raping me when I was twelve. I tried to kill myself. Beaten, molested, taunted, and abused by family members alleging they
only wanted to save my soul became a daily routine, I ran from this abuse more than once in my early teens--even attempting to cross the desert on foot. My family hunted me
down. I thought government agencies would provide me safety if I reported my father. Instead, police and social services colluded with the FLDS to return me to my family and I
ended up back inside polygamy, right where I started." Flora goes on from there to tell the dramatic true story of how she ultimately escaped and has been ﬁghting against
frustrating obstacles with hard fought successes in rescuing women and children from the FLDS. It's a story you can't put down.

GATEWAY TO FREEDOM
THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF AMERICA'S FUGITIVE SLAVES
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Eric Foner tells the story of how, between 1830 and 1860, three remarkable men from New York city - a journalist, a furniture polisher, and a black
minister - led a secret network that helped no fewer than 3,000 fugitive slaves from the southern states of America to a new life of liberty in Canada.
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